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Windmaster10
Cantilever
The elegant & modern Grosfillex
Windmaster10 allows you to maximize
your space with its innovative extruded
aluminum side mast. Manufactured using
the most durable materials and fabric,
the Windmaster10 will provide many
years of trouble-free use and enjoyment.
Its Infinity Tilt allows you to change
positions effortlessly and provides hours
of maximum shade regardless of the
position of the sun. This modern
cantilever is suitable for use in low to
moderate wind conditions-up to 40 mph.
Windmaster10 fabric has an outer
surface finish enhanced by an Infinity
Process – a treatment that ensures the
lasting quality of the fabric and superior
waterproofing. It is easy to clean,
resistant to mold and mildew, won’t sag
or stretch over time (like lighter weight
fabric will), and has an exceptional
guarantee against fading.
info@grosfillexfurniture.com
www.grosfillexfurniture.com
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Why choose the Windmaster10 Cantilever?
1. Made of extruded aluminum for years of worry-free use. Wind stabilizer bar
engineered and tested to withstand 40 MPH sustained winds.
2. Infinity tilt allows effortless position changes and countless tilt angles
(use with caution in high winds).
3. Easy-to-operate crank mechanism for opening and closing.
4. Canopy made with Recacril® Marine Grade Acrylic Fabric.
The vent prevents wind from getting trapped and allows air to escape.
5. Comes with matching cover to keep it protected during downtime. Cover
includes “easy-on” pole to help reach the top of the umbrella and slide
cover on.
6. Free-standing cross base (sold separately) is designed to accept readily
available 16”x16” concrete pavers for ballast. The cross base features a
low-profile and requires (8) pavers-320 ibs. (not included with base).
Ref #: US606017
7. Includes 5-year warranty on frame and 3-year warranty on fabric.
Canopy - 10’x10’ Square
Mast Height - 9.25’
Assembled Crossbase - 39”x39”
Total Area NeededHeight 10’ x Depth 12’ x Width 10’
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Our fabric is Recacril® Marine
Grade Acrylic Fabric, a highly
technological finish that provides
long lasting protection against
mold and mildew, excellent water
and oil repellency and protection
from both sun and water.
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Fabric Color Options
Black - Ref #: 98701731
Linen - Ref #: 98758131
Charcoal Gray - Ref #: 98700231
Forest Green - Ref #: 98702031
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